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Abstract

Data transmission technologies changes rapidly these days due to increased re-
quirements in bandwidth and reliability. NICAM standard (which stands for Near
Instantaneous Companded Audio Multiplex ) was designed to be a digital audio
transmission standard and later it was used by the BBC to convey digital stereo
sound for TV. It was obvious that allowing data transmission would be, if not a
must, at least a welcome feature and in consequence it was extended to allowraw
data or mixed data and sound to be transmitted. NICAM is feasible for terrestrial,
cable, microwave links and satellites. This paper introduces some basic notions
about NICAM datacasting and presents the results of a project whose aim was to
design two PC-cards that allow unidirectional data transmission using the NICAM
standard.
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1. Introduction

NICAM (or to give it its full name, NICAM 728) was invented during the early
1980’s by the BBC Research Center, Kingswood Warren. It was first applied to theBritish
”System I” 625 line PAL colour TV broadcasting system, and premiered in 1986 on the ”First
Night of the Proms” concert program. Since that time it has been slightly modified bythe Nordic
broadcasters to work with the more common “System B/G” used over much of continental
Europe. It has been demonstrated to work also with “System D/K” used in somecountries of
eastern Europe , and with “System L” used in France. Theoretically, it could work with 525-line
“Systems M” and “System N” in U.S.A. , Canada and Japan.

The ”A2” system (invented by Germans in about 1975 and also adopted by Aus-
tralia, Austria and Switzerland) suffers from multipath distortion effects, plus the usual troubles
with achieving decent linearity with FM modulators and demodulators. It also exhibits poor
utilisation of bandwidth by modern standards. NICAM offers a totally differentapproach, pro-
viding a completely new all-digital stereo/twin-mono service in addition to the one provided by
the existing FM sound. Theoretically, a NICAM equipped TV service could offer 3-language
support: the FM sound and NICAM in twin-mono mode all carrying different services.
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Figure 1: TV and NICAM spectra.

NICAM was designed to be a digital audio transmission standard and later it was
used by the BBC to add digital sound to a TV signal in a compatible fashion. This was doneby
adding an approximately 600kHz-wide phase-modulated subcarrier to an empty part of the TV
spectrum as you can see in Figure 1.

The NICAM carrier is located at 6.552 MHz for “System I” and at 5.85MHz for
the “System B/G”. It consists of a continuous data stream transmitted as one 728-bit frame per
millisecond and the NICAM carrier is QPSK modulated with this datastream. The sound coding
is specified in the NICAM-728 standard but the structure of the data packet is notyet defined.
This gives freedom in the design of a NICAM-based data transmitter and receiver with regards
to data packaging, error control and error correcting methods.

2. How it works.

NICAM currently offers the following possibilities:� one digital stereo sound channel� two completely different digital mono sound channels� one digital mono sound channel and a 352 Kbit/s data channel� one 704 Kbit/s data channel [2]

identified by a 3-bit field (see Figure 2) calledmode bits in the datastream. We will focus on
the latter, since we are interested in data transfer. NICAM offers a704 Kbit/s data channel
which is approximately 10 times faster than the transfer rate when using theteletext TV service.
Since the TV emitters network already exists, implementing NICAM services for computer
communications could be done with minimum efforts, both technical and financial. Basically it
is just a matter of changing the filters at the modulator in order to let the NICAMsubcarrier to
pass through.
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Figure 2: NICAM frame.

In data transfer mode, NICAM data is organised in packets of 728 bits wide. Each
packet consists as shown in Figure 2 of an 8-bitframe alignment word (FAW) followed by 5
control bits (C), 11 bits ofadditional data (AD), and thepayload packet of 704 data bits.

Three of the control information bits aremode bits and tell the NICAM receiver
what mode it should be in (i.e. what to do with the payload data bits). Another CI bit tells
the receiver if the FM TV sound can be used as a fallback when the NICAM signalfails. The
other CI bit just toggles every 8 frames and is used for synchronisation together with FAW. The
format of the data packet is not yet specified. The 704 bits are application specific.

The transmitted bit-stream is scrambled for spectrum shaping purposes and the
scrambling is done synchronously with the frame structure. The frame alignment word is not
scrambled and is used to synchronise the generator used for descrambling at the receiver. The
scrambling ensures that the digital signal spectrum appears noise-like regardless of the pro-
gramme signal being conveyed.

The synchronisation is done using the FAW which has a high chance of appearing
spuriously in the data-stream (being only 8-bit long). However the chance of an occurrence of
a fake FAW followed by a bit toggling every 8 frames is insignificant, as real digitised sound
signals or data are very unlikely to correctly mimic both the frame alignment word and the C0
bit sequence.

3. Implementation.

We designed two PC cards, a sender and a receiver for NICAM datacasting. Both
cards fit in a standard ISA slot. The Figure 3 shows the necessary connections forbuilding a
NICAM broadcasting station. The PC that contains the data to be transmitted feeds the NICAM
sender with the data bit-stream which is serialised and then modulated on the QPSK intercarrier.
Then it is mixed with the video signal and broadcast.

At the receiver the recovered NICAM signal is demodulated. The output of the de-
modulator is the original NICAM bit-stream and the clock signal that allow the receiver to ex-
tract the payload information. This is intuitively shown in the Figure 4. Following the feasibility
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Figure 3: Sender block structure.

study reported in [1] we designed and built both a sender and a receiver that weredemonstrated
to work by transmitting simple data packets.Control and error correcting codescan easily be
integrated with the current implementation.

4. Conclusions.

The paper presented the design and implementation of a transmitter and a receiver
for NICAM datacasting as a follow up to a feasibility study carried out in[1]. NICAM data
transmission may prove itself valuable in isolated areas – where computer networks are not ex-
istent – in broadcasting data for mobile computers such as multimedia, teletext-like information
or even weather forecasting.

It also offers extra phone-quality TV audio channels which would be used for dif-
ferent languages. Another possibility is to use NICAM broadcast to provide the analog of a
video-conference whiteboard. Finally, a wide array of industrial applications might be thought
of in continuous education, corporate TV etc.

Although the bandwidth is certainly not a powerful feature of NICAM, one should
not forget that NICAM was not designed for heavy communications. But NICAM data broad-
casting could be easily implemented since the TV emitters network is already wide spread and
well working, also offering good digital transfer capabilities which could successfully be ex-
ploited using the NICAM standard.
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Figure 4: Receiver block structure.
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